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THE SPORTS ARENA
by Mark Maestrone

You get what you pay for

Norman Rushefsky contributed an interesting
explanation of the July 9, 2010 basketball postmark
“YES. WE. DID.” from Miami already reported in the
“Commemorative Cancel” column in the Fall JSP.

As shown in his cachet in the above cover, it
relates to the signing of new Miami Heat teammates
LeBron James and Chris Bosh to 6-year, $110 million
dollar contracts and Chris Wade to a $107 million, 6-
year contract. The words seem to be a play on Oba-
ma's “Yes we can” speech of 2008. Obama's support-
ers, upon his election, cheered “Yes we can, yes we
did.”

While not highest on the NBA salary scale – top
earner Kobe Bryant of the LA Lakers pulls in a cool
$24,806,250 a year (according to hoopshype.com) –
James and Bosh are still in the top 25. Clearly, the Heat
are intent on bringing NBA championships to Miami for
years to come.

This postmark is the first U.S. basketball postmark
in two years. The reduced frequency can be attributed
to a lack of recent basketball stamp issues by the USPS
as well as the retirement of SPI member George Killian
as Executive Director of the National Junior College
Athletic Association. While George was at the NJCAA
we could count on basketball postmarks for the
various junior college championships.

Good things in small packages

Sometimes really cool items just fall into your lap
totally unexpectedly.

Remembering my particular love of gymnastics
philately, Hungarian SPI member Zoltan Klein recently
mailed me this terrific postcard (shown on the facing
page, at top).

The focus is of course on the pair of gymnastics
stamps issued 26 September 2010 and commemorat-
ing the 125th anniversary of the Hungarian Gymnastics
Federation which was founded in 1885. The design
features a male gymnast performing what appear to be
double leg circles on the pommel horse. Below him
are pictograms symbolizing the other five events in
men’s gymnastics, plus the four women’s apparatus.

The fancy cancel, which also serves as a first day
postmark, reproduces the original emblem of the
federation.

The real treats, however, are the autographs at left
from two attendees at the first day ceremony.

Arrow 1 points to the signature of Zoltán Magyar,
one of the preeminent male gymnasts of the 1970s. His
specialty was the pommel horse on which he won
back-to-back Olympic gold medals in 1976 and 1980 as
well as numerous World Championship and other
titles. His two eponymous gymnastics moves are the
Magyar spindle and Magyar travel.
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The autograph adjacent to arrow 2 is that of the
stamp’s artist, Imre Benedek, a noted Hungarian
graphic designer.

Spanish Post Celebrates “La Roja”

On October 21, the Spanish postal administration
finally issued the much anticipated souvenir sheet
honoring Spain’s beloved national football team, La
Roja – the Red One – for their 2010 World
Cup victory.

The souvenir sheet measuring 150 x
105.6 mm and with a face value of €2
features a group picture of all 23 players
plus their coach. The sheet contains a
single stamp perforated 13 ¼ (horizontal)
x 13 ¾ (vertical) and reproduces the
World Cup Trophy.  The stamps are “hot
stamped” in gold relief. A total of 310,000
sheets were issued. No doubt this sheet
will be enormously popular and difficult to
find.

The announcement on the Spanish
Post website includes some of the re-
marks made by King Juan Carlos I when
the team was received at the Hall of Col-
umns at the Palacio Real de Madrid. He
thanked them for making dreams come
true and said (roughly translated from the
original Spanish): “You are an example of
sportsmanship, nobility, playing well and
teamwork; and you are an example of

       
effort and the spirit of excellence for future genera-
tions.”

This was Spain’s first World Cup win. The final,
was played July 11 at Johannesburg, South Africa’s
Soccer City Stadium against the team from The Nether-
lands. Spain won 1-0 in the 116th minute of play with a
goal by Andres Iniesta (#6 on the souvenir sheet). Not
surprisingly, he was named “Man of the Match.”

Full coverage of the 2010 World Cup was provided
in the Summer and Fall 2010 issues of JSP.

Hungarian gymnast,
Zoltán Magyar (above)
winning the pommel horse
event at the 1980 Moscow
Olympic Games. The
image on the stamps
(right) bear a striking
resemblance to the photo.

Souvenir sheet with €2 stamp honoring Spain’s 2010 World Cup victory.


